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VCC(t) ≥ Vmin(t), ∀ t
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If energy-neutral rule is 
violated, system fails
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Energy-Neutral Case Study
www.holistic.ecs.soton.ac.uk
A.S. Weddell, D. Zhu, G.V. Merrett, S.P. Beeby, B.M. Al-Hashimi, (2012) A practical self-powered sensor system with 
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VCC ≥ Vmin , ∀ t
VCC ≱ Vmin , ∀ t





• Use the principle of checkpointing to NVM
• Detect when supply is ‘failing’, and (always) make a single snapshot
– Removes wasted snapshots created through polling (increases efficiency)
– Ensures that a valid snapshot is always made (improves reliability)
• Make it as late as possible
– Avoids re-executing code (increases efficiency)
– Maximises execution time (increases efficiency)
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D. Balsamo, A.S. Weddell, G.V. Merrett, B.M. Al-Hashimi, D. Brunelli, and L. Benini, “Hibernus: Sustaining Computation during Intermittent Supply for Energy-
Harvesting Systems,” IEEE Embedded Systems Letters, 2014
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• Hibernate threshold (platform calibration)
D. Balsamo, A.S. Weddell, A. Das, A. Rodriguez Arreola, D. Brunelli, B.M. Al-Hashimi, G.V. Merrett, L. Benini, (2016) 
Hibernus++: a self-calibrating and adaptive system for transiently-powered embedded devices. IEEE TCAD, 1-13.
Low-power
High-power
• Restore policy (source classification)
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• Controlled source (signal generator)
• Real energy harvesting sources
hibernus: Results
9
Time overheads reduced by 75-100%
Energy overheads reduced by 50-80%
D. Balsamo, A.S. Weddell, A. Das, A. Rodriguez Arreola, D. Brunelli, B.M. Al-Hashimi, G.V. Merrett, L. Benini, 
(2016) Hibernus++: a self-calibrating and adaptive system for transiently-powered embedded devices. IEEE TCAD, 1-13.
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Power-Neutral Operation
• In energy-neutral computing,                                            over a ‘large’ T
• In power-neutral computing,                     (or as close as is possible)








𝑃ℎ 𝑡 = 𝑃𝑐 𝑡
D. Balsamo, A. Das, A.S. Weddell, D. Brunelli, B.M. Al-Hashimi, G.V. Merrett, L. Benini, (2016) Graceful Performance Modulation for Power-Neutral Transient 
Computing Systems. IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems
Increase in efficiency due to fewer hibernations + restores
Useful instructions executed in one power cycle
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Power-Neutral Operation
• Obtain greater power proportionality?
– DVFS + core scaling
– ODROID XU-4
• Uninterrupted for an hour (end of test) with VCC controlled between 5-5.4V 11
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Energy-Harvesting and Energy-Neutral Systems
Often demonstrate significant complexity to make ‘battery-like’
Transient Computing
Computation when power is available
Power-Neutral Operation
Adaptive computation when power is available
But, there are Significant Challenges
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Thank you!
Any Questions?
Dr Geoff V Merrett
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